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SELouisiana 24-6

State Board 's
marketing skyboxes
BY TREUDR
Sports

ASBSUPr~stdent-ElectJoeHol1adayand former Chtefof Stall Pam MaGeecelebrate
aller the eleclionresults were anouncedFrtday.
.

14 Orange Party candidates elected
BY RANDALL

PDST

News Editor

'

The Orange Party dominated
the ASBSUelections, as the unofficial results were revealed
Friday at the SUB Brava Stage.
Current senators joe Hol1aday
and Kamron Ahmed won the
executive ticket, as all 14 Orange
Party candidates were elected.
The Orange Party will now
make up 12 of the 16 Senate
seats, giving them
threefourths majority.
"The campus
recognized
what the Orange Party says it
was: a group of hard working
individuals," Sen. LaTisha Clark
said.
Ho!laday said his first action as president-elect will be
to go to the Senate Education
Committee in the Idaho State
Legislature and get the tuition
bill "killed."
"I think that [bill] is going
to press a lot of students out
of higher education in Idaho,"
Holladay said, adding that he
would explain his logic to the

a

committee, which is: The less Party candidates.
Senator-elect from the College
a state funds higher education,
the more prisoners a state will of Business Sasa Zuko said it
was important to fill those seats
have.
Holladay said the way to heal in order to have a complete
ASBSU'swounds in the wake of Senate. Zuko also said he hopes
David Morriss' removal is to be next year students will form' a
"Blue Party" to rival the Orange
open with students.
"No more secrets. If I have to Party and double student participation.
keep secrets from the students
Christian Busnardo, College
of Boise State, then what I'm doof Education senator-elect, said
ing is wrong," Holladay said.
he is hopeful for the new stuSen. Clark, who was re-elected to represent the College of dent government.
"Allof us [in the Orange Party]
Engineering, said there would
worked
together campaignbe a constitutional convention
ing. We don't have all the same
to Close loopholes that create
viewpoint on all the issues, but
confusion amongst the three
we know how to work together."
branches of government.
Election turnout was just
Holladay says the convention
will help define roles in the ex- under 10 percent, according
.to Election Board Chairman
ecutive and legislative branch.
Jim Wolfe. The national aver"Iwant to make sure everyone
knows what their job is. That's - age for college and university
voter turnout is 2 to 4 percent,
like the most important thing,
because if we don't, then every- Wolfe said. Last year, total voter
body fights about it," Holladay turnout was 1,702,compared to
1,579this year.
said.
Results will not be official unSix of the eight college Senate
seats were run unopposed, and til the ASBSUjudiciary certifies
all six were filled with Orange them on March 15.

FROM 1,579 VOTING STUDENTS

# OF VOTES
535
582
514
411
615
386
320

COLLEGE SENATORIAL

CANDIDATES

Katie Jo Rupert, Arts &. Sciences
Christian Busnardo, Education
Jared Keith Dunn, Applied Technology
LaTisha Clark, Engineering
Sasa Zuko, Business
Brandon J. Stocker, Soc Sciences &. Pub Affairs
Whatlyne Frederick, Health Sciences

AT LARGE SENATOR
619
591
574
557
526
506
478
467

Antonio Bommarito
Wyatt S. Parke
Dang DuCarlos Luna
Russell O'Leary
Mike Babic
Steven Rossland
Texie Evans
Phetsamay Joy Olson

615

Holladay &. Ahmed -

378
305
234
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Editor

On Thursday, the State Board of
Education announced it would allow Boisp.State to market skvbox
suites at Bronco Stadium with the
understanding that alcohol can
be served.
BSU told board members the
skybox suites would be more
marketable if alcohol service was
available. The approval from the
board allows BSU to approach
corporations and private donors
interested in leasing the skyboxes. If constructed, skybox suites
would only be accessible through
secured entries, and alcohol
would not be allowed in other areas of the stadium.
"We don't want it [alcohol] in
the rest of the stadium," BSU
athletic director Gene Bleymaier
said. "I'm not an advocate of that.
I don't think that would be a positive thing."
The area of the new expan-

sion of Bronco Stadium that has
been. named the Luxury Suites
Complex will have around 30
luxury suites and nearly 650 club
seats. All of these will be in the
secured area where alcohol sales
will be permitted.
"This is a private space, and it
can be controlled and monitored.
Because of that, there won't be
problems with selling alcoholic
beverages," Bleymaier said.
According to the athletics department, there was no talk of
'marketing or selling the idea of
the skyboxes until approval from
the State Board was granted.
Now that the approval has been
made, they have immediately
begun their marketing program
with the idea that the suites and
club seats will come packaged
with the incentive of having alcoholic beverages sold within the
designated areas.
The prices for the new boxes
will be about $2,000 per year
for the club scats and roughly
$40,000 for the suites,

The initial plan is for. the expansion of Bronco Stadium to be
built no sooner than 2008.
In other news from the board
meeting on Thursday, Boise State
received approval to issue a request for proposal to design the
72,000 square foot indoor practice facility.
According to Bleymaier, ground
breaking for the new facility could
be as early as May, and there is a
strong possibility that it could be
up and running by this time next
year.
The indoor facility will accommodate the football team as well
as golf, track and field, and soccer.
The board's approval for creation of design proposals for the
facility. Boise State must return
back to the board for approval of
the facility's final design, construction, and financing terms.
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Group creates 'GoodWill'
campaign to support
classified employees
BY WENDY

SCHWEITZER

Spacial to The Arbiter

The Association of Classified
Employees (ACE) of Boise State
says the number one issue facing them is the wages of their employees. ACEhas responded with
the GoodWill campaign.
The GoodWill campaign has
been designed to counteract
average ACE employees' inadequate wages. Classified employ-.
ees include secretaries, computer lab staff, custodians, grounds
keepers, library workers, and the
traffic and transportation department. The wages of ACEemployees are not competitive with'
the private sector.
"A lot of our members don't
make a living wage. It costs $11
an hour to live, and half of ACE
doesn't make that," said current
ACEPresident, Connie Charlton.
Every classified
employee
at Boise State is automatically an ACE member. According
to Charlton, members are not
making high enough wages or
benefits to off-set that low pay.
Currently, 10 percent of employees are working two or more jobs
to make ends meet. The government cannot match free market
prices. As a result, skil1ed employees are leaving BSU to work

Money from the fund goes toin the private sector, and the
student's education suffers. But ward helping qualified classified
employees buy meals on campus.
that's only the beginning.
Currently, 40 employees are reOnce the challenge of finding
competent employees at BSU has ceiving meal compensation.
GoodWill is looking to the fubeen met, often they arc lost to
ture,
trying to extend their rHOthe private sector and their posigram beyond food. Gathering
tions must be filled. New workers
proceeds from sales and raffles,
need training and often aren't
GoodWill has begun taking acas skilled as their predecessors.
After training, many of the new tion to offer assistance with medicine, transportation, and utiliemployees leave. Quickly, the
ties. ACEis currently asking BSU
cost of employee training becomes a larger expense than pay- to get "Egg-cited" by selling Sees
Candies Easter chocolates.
ing the original worker an ample
Garett, who is also the ACE
wage.
treasurer, said it is important
"It's really frustrating as state
that students get involved. Garett
employees that we don't get the
raises we deserve. I didn't real- says she understands that most
students arc not in a position to
ize how many of us are making
below $7 an hour," GoodWill donate money, so she encourages
students to contact the state legco-Chairwoman Valencia Garett
islature and tell them how hard
said.
While ACEis hoping and wait- classified employees work.
"Without them, we wouldn't
ing for legislation to improve
their situation, they've chosen to have school," Garett said.
Garett is accepting orders for
look within for immediate assistance. ACE's ongoing GoodWill chocolates at 426-1368. The cost
is$4.
project enables and encourages
"Wewant to be public servants,
members who are making adequate salaries to donate a por- but as healthcare and the cost of
living rises, we cannot fulfill that
tion of their paychecks toward
passion," Charlton said, adding
the program.
"It's a wonderful thing," ACE that while the GoodWil1 project
may not be the solution, it is a
Vice President julie Clarkson
start.
.
said.
The program is confidential.

George
Klein & Evans
Antchekov & Day

Human trafficking in Idaho
worldwide. According to the U.S. cases of human trafficking. Anna
BY liZ HUERTR HALE
Almerico, domestic violence and
Department of State, approxiNews Writer
immigration. caseworker, .said :
mately 800,000 to 900,000 victims
these cases are. extremely conThis is part two of two concern- are trafficked across internationfidentiaJ, considering that the
al
borders
each'
year.
Between
.
ing human trafficking ill Idaho.
victims serve as key witnesses in
18,000
and
20,000
of
those
vicThis piece discusses the process vicprosecuting their traffickers.
tims are smuggled or trafficked
tims tllldergo after being rescued.
"We assist victims. of labor and
into the United States.
sex trafficking here .in. Idaho,
The
Catholic
Charities
of
Idaho
Human trafficking, a form of .
and it's definitely more of an ismodern day slavery, takes place is currently working on three

sue ... , [Trafficking] does exist,"
Alrnerlco said.
Victims of trafficking include
men, women, and children who
may be forced into taking jobs in
the sex trade, domestic servitude,
migrant agriculture work, and
sweatshops.
The
Trafficking
Victims
Protection Act of 2000 defines

labor trafficking as "the recruitment, harboring, transporting,
provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or services through
the use of force. fraud, or coercion
for the purpose of subjection to
involuntary servitude, peonage,
debt bondage, or slavery."
The TVPA states that women
and underage-girls often fall vic-

tim to sex trafficking and are
forced into prostitution, pornography, bride trafficking, military
prostitution, and sex tourism. Sex
trafficking can be found in spas,
strip clubs, massage parlors. as
well as brothels operating out of
residential homes.
some victims might haVe un-
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Lebanon's ousted proSyrian prime minister
returns to post

Jackson's accuser details
alleged molestation
incidents,

Hey, make yourself at
home

New dean of education
appointed

Chomp! We're almost
done. Burp!

'. focalZbsu

.

Kustra appointed to
NCAAtask force on the
future of intercollegiate
athletics

•

Pamela Hammon
Mike Hardesty
Tamrnura Hargrove
Jon Steven Harrop
Bryan Hawk
Maggie Hayes
Adela Hernandez
Traci Holf
Britton Holdaway
Dana Holmes
Nic Hopson
Seren Horton
Peggy Hottel
Toni Hunt
Amy James
Shari Johnston
Eddy Juarez
David Jubeck
Brandy Kay
Heather Kempthorne
Katherine Kindy
Linda Kirkendall
Andrew Knudsen
Delrae Koch
Tom Labrecque
Ian Larsen
Margaret Link
Olivia Linn
Brandi Long
Laurel Lowe
Carlos Luna
Mandi Lyster
Laura Madison
Amy Manley
Zach Marmon
Rob McCarl
Konrad McDannel
Megan McGill
Jennifer Meink
Fernando Mejia
Teresa Melanson
Martha Mendoza
Laura Merritt
Maryam Mesmarian
Lauren Miller
Alyssa Mitchell
Aly Montesinos
Juan Morales
Dave Moss
Nicole Mousaw
Beth Munson
Dwight' Murphy
Carolyn Mussell
Taryn Nenow

what ,the?

an aversion to ~ater and has not washed
groups:,Jrnplications
of academic val- himself
a balcony ... and he saw a boy who didn't
for more than a year.
.
,
,
ues
arid
standards,
fiscal
responsibility,
masturbate, and he had sex with a dog,"
The 36-year-old woman said that he
presidentlal. leadership of internal and
the boy said.
smells so bad that even his children will
external constituencies,
and student
The boy said both he and Jackson
not go near him. She is suing for divorce.
athlete
well
being,
donned pajamas and lay atop the star's
"This is the next step in a systematic
blue sparkle-studded king-size bed.
process
ofintegrating
athletics into th.e
"Witat happened next?" Santa Barbara
academic mission of colleges and urnDistrict Attorney Tom Sneddon asked.
versities,"said Brand in his task force an"He put his hand in my pants and startnouncement. "I am delighted that a group
ed masturbating me," the boy said.Iookof senior leaders from a broad spectrum
While burglarizing:,a
home in South
ing in Jackson's dlrectlon. Jurors wrote
of institutions have recognized the value
Jordan, Utah, an 18-1~ar-old man disfuriously and studied the boy's face, but
of athletics to higher education and the
robed, put on women's clothes, called
neither he nor they showed any emotion.
some 900 numbers, andused the family's
Theboy said the incident went on for need to address a variety of challenges
computer to get onto Internet pornografor the future."
five minutes and "gave him the creeps."
physites.
'
A day later, the boy said, "He did it one
But the residents returned unexpectmore time." It started with drinking in
edly, forcing him to flee. In his haste, he
the game arcade at the singer's Neverland
left his wallet behind. Police went to his
Ranch.
home and arrested him.
Sneddon ended the questioning
by
.asking whether Jackson had abused him
Provost Sona Andrews recently announced the appointment of Dr. Diane
any other times.
"In my memory, it was only twice that I Boothe as the dean of our college of eduknow for sure:' he. responded.
.
cation.
Jackson is actually charged with four
"I am confident that Diane will provide the vision, leadership, and energy
counts of abuse.
Aflshing boat in the Pacific Ocean off
Cross-examination
resumes today.
necessary to enhance the learning and
Nanaimo, British Columbia, got a load
scholarly environment
of the college," of herring in its nets deep below the surAndrews stated.
face. When the crewmen tried to pull in
Boothe's experience includes being the . the catch, they discovered that about
chair of a 30-plus member department of 100 sea lions - some weighing more than
curriculum and instruction at the State
a ton - had gone into the nets to chow
University of West Georgia. AI?~g with
down on the fish. They couldn't pull in
an active involvement in local CIVIC orgathe nets until dinner had ended,
nizations, Boothe has experience in public schools and is bilingual.
Andrews believes that Booth's Native
American heritage will provide a unique
perspective to Boise State and will help
guide and lead the College of Education
Boise State President Bob Kustra has
A young man got drunk and wandered
through a period of growth and change.
been appointed to the presidential task
into a home in New Illegal, Ohio, in the
Boothe received her B.A.' and M.S.
force on the future of intercollegiate athmiddle of the night, sat down at the piain Education
from California
State
letics by NCAA President Myles Brand.
no in the living room, and began playing
University in Los Angeles and her Ph.D.
The task force will explore the alignment
Beethoven.
in Public Administration
from the
of academics and athletics in such areas
This woke the homeowrier, who hapUniversity of Southern California.
as fiscal responsibility, commercialism,
pened to be the town's chief of police. He
She will assume the deanship of the
organizational
structure, and student
came downstairs with a gun in hand and
College of Education on July I, 2005.
athlete well being.
,
put an end to the concert.
"I feel Boise State is the model of a university that has achieved athletic success,
while not compromising its academic
mission," Kustra said. "I look forward to
providing a perspective that can balance
the interests of athletics and academics
A British hypnotist was sentenced to
in American colleges and universities."
90
days in ~il for having sex with ladies
The task force is expected to complete
while under his spell and videotaping
its work in 18 to 24 months, with the first
the encounters.
A woman in Iran is complaining that
meeting scheduled after spring commencements on June 10-11, in Tucson, . her husband of eight years, once obsessed with cleanliness, has developed
Ariz. The task force has four working

Congratulations Graduatesof Leadership Quest20o.5
Mina Ally
Patricia Almeidi
Estureto Alonzo
Trever Alters
Beth Anderson
Baxter And rews
Esneyda Arellano
Brody Aston
Jody Ault
Heidi BillUps
Lisa Suzanne Bittick
Carissa Black
Maria Black
David Blain
Tammy Blair
Antonio Bommarito
Linzi Bommarito
John Bonine
Paul Bark
David Brinegar
Paul Brookhouse
Jessica Bruton
8ridgette Budell
Brian Byrne
Krystle Cabaltera
Elisa Carlsen
April Clark
Jay Clark
Nicole Coleman
Jeffrey Cowman
Kalee Crider
Rose Daniel
Albina Davlieva-Shafer
Charlotte Dietz
Trina Dixon
Kate Dougherty
Mat'y Ann Edwardt;
Lori Eggers
David Estrada
Josie Evans
Justin Kirkman Farris
Jennifer Flinn
Amy Frachiseur
Stephanie Frahs
Dwayne Franko
Patricia Garcia
Perri Gardner
Rick Gardner
Sheri Gates
Molly George
J.D. Gould
Heather Gribble
Chris Hale
.Joscelyne Hallock
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tion for the eastern United States that
would cut power plant pollutants that
cause smog, acid rain, and soot by about
two-thirds over the next decade.
The rule, which will cost about $3.6
billion per yeaJ',,10 Implement, but is
BEIRUT, ,I..llbllnon -l.~bal10n.::~p~~si~ .,e~e!=ted,tos;i~
$85'billion in annual
. dent reinsfa.le(i0mar'Kar:'imii
as prfme 'he'alth benefits,'~\Vil1 result in the biggest
ministerThlJ,rSdayin
a snub to the coun-, health benefit of anY.EPA rule in more
try's -growlng. anti-Syrian: movement,
than a decade; said Jeffrey Holmstead,
which forced Karami and his Cabinet to the Environmental
Protection Agency's
resign last weCk...
assistant administrator:
Karami's reappointment.
mandated
' .The EPA predicts thatthe rule will preby law after a majority of the pro-Syrian
vent 17,000 heart and respiratory deaths
parliament voted for him the night becaused by pollution fro Ill: coal-fired powfore, threatened to generate further tener plants. It's aimed at reducing nitrogen
sions in this volatile, ethnically-divided
oxide, which causes smog, and sulfur dtMediterranean country.
oxide, which causes acid rain and soot.
In a bid to ease the fallout, Karami
The new rule is part of a two-prong efextended an olive branch to opposifort to fulfill President Bush's pledge to
tion lawmakers heading the anti-Syrian
clean up pollution from power plants
movement, calling on them to join the
that were built before the nation's air
government until parliamentary
elecpollutionlawswere
enacted. A more cantions scheduled for May.
troversial rule to reduce mercury, one
Opposition leaders rejected the of- criticized by environmental
activists as
fer, fearing that joining the government
being too slow and weak, will be finalwould mean surrendering to Syrian conized next week.
trol. The opposition fears that manipuBecause Thursday's regulation Is delation of May's vote may prevent them
signed to reduce pollution that travels'
from ending three decades of Syrian inacross state lines, it applies only to 28
terference in Lebanese affairs.
eastern and midwestern states and the
Thursday's reappointment
of Karami
District of Columbia.
came two days after a massive pro-Syria
Unlike most past regulatory efforts,
demousuutiou
Iu Beirut.
this rule doesn't [;;II power plants how
At Martyrs' Square, where anti-Syrian
to reduce pollution. Instead, it puts caps
demonstrations
have taken place al- on emissions and lets the utilities decide
most daily for a month, protesters said
how to get below those limits.
Thursday that they were disappointed,
over Karami's return.
"It's almost like it killed our hope," said
Nabil al Mughrabi, 68, a Druze housewife.
"It's like we've achieved nothing,"
said another demonstrator,
Mahmoud
Bahlawan, 17, a' high school senior and
SANTA MARIA, Calif. -In five minutes
Sunni Muslim. "But we're going to keep
oflurid testimony that could put Michael
up the pressure until something changJackson away for 20 years, his teenage aces."
cuser on Thursday said the singer plied
him with booze, molested him, and said
it was all very "natural."
Without tears, or visible signs of shame
or anguish, the 15-year-old boy said that
after an evening of drinking, the singer
took him to his bedroom, initiated a fatherly discussion about masturbation,
and then moved in.
"He said if men don't masturbate, they
can get to a level where they might rape
a girl," the boy said in a near monotone
WASHINGTON - The Bush adminisvoice, looking at the prosecutor.
tration on Thursday finalized a regula"He said one time he was looking over

Bush administration
issues new standards on
smog, soot

Jocal/bsu

Kelly O'Rourke
Keeley Osborn
Tomas Otte
Cynthia Parent
Crystal Paulson
Daniel Pauly
Ian Percy
Kevin J. Peterson
Kelly Ponder
Raul Ramirez
Meria Reusser
Carl Rippe
Jared Rodarte
Blanca Rodriguez
Maria Rollins
Lee Rooney
Katie Jo Rupert
Janice Schmidt
Kim Schuhknecht
Donald Schweitzer
Laci Sever
Maureen Shea
Alan Smith
Eric Smith
Todd Smith
Jennifer Snyder
Lindsey Solterbeck
Janet Sonnenberg
Travis Soppe
Janice Stevenore-Dale
Jay Stone
Heather Strempke-Durgin
Jennifer Suitter'
Bill Sutter
Sara Talkington
Cairn Toma
Michelle Tse
Molly Turner
Kristi Unholz
Erika Velasco
Maria (Rosario) Venegas
Amber Waite
Meghan Watters
Lee Weller
Jeanndery Wheeler
Jason Williams
Jeff Williams
Greg Wilson
Jason Windes
Crystal Woolf
Amy York
Carl Zumwalt

Okay, concert boy, hands
up!

You are feeling sleepy,
very sleeeeepy

Like being married to a
goat

Student Organization
of the Year & ASBSU
Hall of Fame

ji

Wednesday, March 30, 2005
6:00pm - 9:00pm
Powerhouse Events Center'
621 So 17th, Boise, Idaho

For more Information on this event, ~ontact ASBSU at 416-1440
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Pi 2005
Jodi Pelerson and--'-'--Faye Lederman
smile as they
sland near artwork
done by a local
artlsl dlslliayed at
the Body Image
Workshop, which
was held in the
Jordan Ballroom on
Saturday evening.
The night was .
filled with fun
and laughter with
Ihe screemnq of
a film entitled, 'A
Good Uplift: and
oren discussions
a accepllng one's
self. Peterson, the
adverllsing director
of the Boise Co-op,
and Lederman, a
filmakerj led the
evening s events,
'which appeared to
be a success.

.
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news,

Groups of three or
more will get discounts

Check our the monthly

piercing specials, this
m~nrhislip
piercings for $20

~~!~~

on piercings (nor
including sale items).

All New Moon piercings include
the jewelry and aftercare package with
instructions. We stand by our piercings,
and offer free follow up service.

We have designs for the new
tattoo, and we can create
from pictures you bring in.

New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforating the Populous of Idaho"

Mary Magdalene
BY HDLL!

HIGH

SpeCIal to The Rrblter
Back in the days of Sunday
school, many may have learned
about Mary Magdalene, the sinner-turned-saint
and
one
of
Jesus' most famous disciples, But
who was she really, and what fictions have the popular media and
religious leaders led people to believe?'
These arc the topics to be explored by Dr. Lisa McClain in
her speech, "Beyond the DaVinci
'Code:
The
Historical
Mary
Magdalene,"
McClain,
assistant
professor
of history and director of gender
studies at Boise State University,
is speaking as part of Women's
History Month, sponsored by the
Women's Center and the Gender
St udies Program. The speech will
take place March 16, at 7 p.m.,

in the Student Union Barnwell
Room. The event is free and open
to the public.
McClain describes the roles of
Mary Magdalene as "a devoted
apostle and lover of Christ; first
witness to the resurrection;
a
paragon of beauty and eroticism;
a model of the wicked, sinful female; an exemplar of asceticism
and the contemplative
life; the
worst of sinners and the most
elevated of saints." She aims to
get to the root of the real Mary
Magdalene, who has a fluid identity molded for years by religious
leaders and popular media.
"We'll investigate
the 'real'
role played by Mary as disciple of
Christ and 'apostle to the apostles'. to reclaim authoritative roles
for female leaders in the early
Christian church:' Mt:Clain said.
McClain
says tllat churches
usc fictional versions -of Mary

Traffick Ing
protected sex with 10 to 25 men a
day, putting themselves at risk of
contracting
HIV or other sexually
transmitted
diseases. If a woman
becomes pregnant,
she .may be
forced to have an abortion or may
be beaten by her captor to cause a
miscarriage.
Long after being rescued, victims of human trafficking
may
suffer from a variety of physical
and psychological
side effects.
Victims of labor trafficking
may
develop reoccurring
headaches;
hearing loss; and cardiovascular,
respiratory. and vision problems.
The majority of victims will likely
experience
feelings of helplessness, humiliation,
dental, disorientation, and confusion.
Others
will suffer from panic attacks, depression, or post traumatic stress
disorders.
The U.S. government helps victims with immigration
paperwork so they might obtain legal
status in the U.S. As a certified
representative,
Almerico
works
with pro bono attorneys to help
victims submit the proper paperwork' for certification
for a visa.
The Catholic Charities of Idaho
are able to fund this kind of work
with the help of immigration
pro·
grams and grants from the U.S.
Conference
of Catholic Bishops,
Almerico stated.
"They've really stepped up to
fight against trafficking
and to
assist agencies in smaller states to

Magdalene as a poster child of
sinfulness and redemption ..
"Over the centuries, the Roman
Catholic Church has portrayed
Mary Magdalene
quite fluidly,
changing
and
re-interpreting
her 'history' to serve a variety of
symbolic
functions:'
McClain
said. "Until the sixth century,
there was no Mary Magdalene as
most people arc familiar with her
today,"
According to McClain, the common version of Mary Magdalene
is the woman who discovered
Christ's empty tomb, the sinner
who washed Christ's feet, the
reformed prostitute,
and a sinner redeemed through her penitence and faith. McClain points
out that this romantic version of
Mary Magdalene is popular, but
it is fiction.
"In large part, Pope Gregory.
the Great (c. 540·604) wove to-

get her may pre-existing
beliefs
about Mary of Magdala, Mary
of Bethany
(Lazarus'
sister),
and other Marys into a collective symbol of Mary Magdalene:'
McClain said.
In addition to ideas presented by religious
leaders,
Mary
Magdalene
could
attribute
a
posthumous
surge in popularity due to Dan Brown's best-selling book "The DaVinci Code,"
which paints a less popular, but
no less fictional, portrait of 'the
\\'cm~n. .Brown's
theories
include Magdalene as the wife of
Jesus and mother of his children,
among other controversial roles.
McClain intends to cut through
these
assertions
and reclaim
Mary Magdalene's role as an early
religious leader in her contribution to Women's History Month.

~ot.@omance?
Romance Specialists
tastefully present
Romance Enhancement
products. Sensual Aid~
ingerie and more In
the conifort of your
own home.

[frampagel]

be able to process the paperwork.
It's a way to have it not be as expensive for the victims, because,
we are certified to be their advocates," Almerico said,
The Department
of Health and
Human Services certifies victims
once they arc officially labeled
and identified as victims of trafficking. Certification
also allows
victims who are non-U.S. citizens
to be' eligible for a special visa as
well as benefits and services to
aide them in rebuilding their. lives
while in the U.S.
Alrnerico said victims of trafficking arc eligible to receive the
same benefits and assistance that
a refugee would.
A ''1'' visa allows victims of a se·
vere form of trafficking to become
temporary
residents in the U.S.
and protects
them from being
deported. After three years, "T"
visa recipients may apply for permanent residence. Victims, who
have suffered serious abuse and
arc helping investigators
prosecute their abuser, may be eligible
for a "U" visa.
These visas aren't granted to
all victims. Health and Human
Services must first obtain statements from state and local law
enforcement
stating that the victim "has been willing to assist in
everyreasonablewaywithrespect
to the investigation
and prosecution of state and local crimes such
as kidnapping,
rape, slavery, or

other forced labor offences, where
severe forms of trafficking appear
to have been involved." Both visas
require a continued residence of
the victim in the U.S.
To report
incidents
of human
trafficking"
contact
the
Catholic
Charities
of Idaho at
345-6031 x105 or the Trafficking
Information
and Referral Hotline
at I-BBB-373-7BBB.
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The impeachment trial revealed

Morriss

..ever~tl1ingDutremorse
,

partial hearing), David revealed
he had evidence that Senators
Ta1'>ielleAntchekov and Jefferson
This is a written account of Day had openly stated before the
my observations as legal counhearing they would vote against
sci for David Morriss, the. now David regardless ofthe evidence.
ousted president of ASBSU,dur- The chief justice noted David's
ing his impeachment hearing.
protest, but said reluctantly he
While I was not allowed to speak
was not allowed to do anything
for David, I did advise David dur- about it. When the prosecutor's
ing his defense. But,it was all star witness, Vice President Tom
for naught. David was afforded
Labrecque, testified that he
no due process protections in thought David had mismanaged
the hearing. He was essentially
the Alumni-Scholarship, David
lYiich~d b} hls cppcnents, CC!l~~kpet him if he knew anv.of the
sisting of a rump ASBSU Senate
actual written terms governing
depleted by resignation, who had how the scholarship was mana score to settle with the moderaged. Mr. Labrecque said, "No."
ate president who had tried to David also confronted his prosmove ASBSU away from being a ecutorin the impeachment, Scott
feeding tube to activist, special
Blades (who was being assisted
interest groups and into a more by Rob Meyer, the staff advisor to
equitable body representative of theASBSUSenate),andaskedMr.
the students.
Blades if he could find anywhere
Examplesoflackoffairnessand
in the ASBSl) budget where the
due process are blatant. When
money for the alumni scholarMark Morris, chief justice of the ship had been allotted and then
student body and presiding of- misappropriated. The prosecuficer over the hearing (although
tor theorized that although he
closely watched and directed by could not, he believed that since
Mike Esposito, the BSU staff ad- the scholarship was intended to
visor to the student Judiciary, and , help students in a student activnot a lawyer) was asked by David ity, i.e. student lobbying, it had
if there were any rules of evi- by "implication" become part
dence governing the hearing, Mr. of a "greater" unwritten ASBSU
Morris responded, "No." When budget, even though the Alumni
David was allowed to challenge
Association at all times retained
the impartiality of the senators
total control and discretion
seated to judge him (the ASBSU over funds. Further, when Mr.
constitution states the presi- Blades was asked if he had any
dent will be given a fair and im- actual evidence that the Alumni
BY KRRL J. F. RUNFT
Guast Opinion
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Kustra
addresses death
threat
Dear Boise State students,
faculty, and staff,
The recent news of a threatening letter to one of our students
based on sexual orientation has
violated the very spirit of the mission of Boise State University.
We value the diversity of our
workforce and student body and
are committed to fostering climate of respect and civility for
all members of our community.
This act further strengthens our
resolve that weare dedicated to
creating a working and educational environment that supports
equal rights for all individuals
and the ability to pursue their
educational goals and working
lives without intimidation or injury generated by intolerance and
harassment.
We deplore the actions of the
personls) who wrote this anorrymous letter and encourage all
faculty, staff, and students to recommit to the principles of tolerance and constructive discourse
in the exploration of differences.

a

Sincerely,
Bob Kustra
President
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a third base coach'~uring a tied'
World Series game'l with bases
loaded. I was literally wondering
if Esposito had a meqicalcondition or a facial tickwhen Chief
Justice Morris lookedjto him for
one of the many rulings.on relevancy and materiality. It was
clear that Esposito-was running
the show, and his bias showed
many times in favor ofMorriss.
I think MOrriss ultimately sunk
himself for several reasons. One
.reasun was .that ~1Grii5_Swas unable to defend himself on his own.'
He constantly read from a script
and stumbled many times on
the verbose language, which his
lawyer probably wrote anyway,
Another reason was that, during
difficult questions from senators,
Sen. Day in particular, Morriss
was caught making contradictory statements. He also relished
in his argumentum ad nauseam,
that is, trying to prove his point
by saying it over and over. Well,
here is another problem with
Morriss' logic, you know, one for
the road.
Morriss and the Alumni Center
maintain that any "individual"
on campus can receive that service award (scholarship ... whatever), as long as they arc involved
in lobbying efforts. W:IY would
Morriss now give back the money,
as a Boise State student, and an
aforementioned "individual," if
he can continue with his efforts at
the statehouse and take on some
lobbying causes, if he so chooses
(I'm not in support of this)?
Morriss can keep the money,
keep the cronies, but he should
try and be empathetic to the vast,
diverse, and educated population
for whom he served. It will be a
lesson well learned by all of us.
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together to prevent this and other forms of discrimination from
happening in the future!

Open letter
from the IPSA
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the Senate (the complainants at
the trial). No conflict there. (Tsk
tsk, Rob.)
.Alex LaBeaux, the president of
When ASBSUSen. Scott Blades
compared the impeachment of the Alumni Board of Directors,
ASBSU President David Morriss wrotethen\ostpoignantandsmug
with the recent offenses of for- piece of crap, tailing Morriss "exmer state Sen. Jack Noble, Blades emplary" and "respected." At evmaintained that the only differ- ery turn, LaBeaux contradicted
Lee Denker, the director of operaence was that Noble did not actually take the money. There were tions at the Alumni Center, in his
other differences though: Noble statements. LaBeau x also took an
was tearful to the state Senate for, opportunity to p,ublicly chastise
his wrongdoings, and Noble reo; the hardworking AStiSU leaders
signed in order to spare the state of years past and their lobbying
Senate a laborious and divisive efforts, calling their labors "inappropriate," "taintllngl,'
and
vote. Not Morriss.
Who is
David Morriss has been con- "counter-productive."
tinually arrogant and self-righ- this LaBeaux guy? It seems his
problem with former ASBSU adteous throughout the impeachministrations is that they did not
ment process. During the hearing, Morriss vowed to appeal a roll over fast or easy enough with
decision to remove him from of- respect to raising fees or bullyfice to the fullest extent, in order ing administrative tactics, which
to "right the wrong." Good luck explains the emotional endorsewith that. He will not find many ment of his pet, Morriss.
The interesting part of this letwilling participants, at any level,
wanting to interfere with ASBSU ter-writing campaign was that
none of these "letterheads" cared
and their proceedings. Student
to show up to take the stand at
government is run by students,
and most circles know this is for the trial and be cross-examined.
better or for worse. There were, They preferred to use their aristocratic feather quills, but not show
however, some unforgettable
highlights of the trial. I will give themselves to the plebian masses. Congratulations to the ASBSU
you some of my favorites.
There were many letters writ- Senate, even under all that adten in support, err, I mean, clar- ministrative pressure to exonerate Morriss, they decided to upification, of Morriss' actions,
hold truth, integrity, and moralwhich were entered into evidence
at trial. Among those willing ity. They also did this irrespective
to pen in their statements were of an oddly arbitrary and skewed
Vice,President of Student Affairs (not in their favor) impeachment
proceeding.
Dr. Peg Blake and Vice President
At the trial, ASBSU Judicial
of Finance and Administration
Stacy Pearson (Pearson also vol- Adviser Mike Esposito sat facing Chief Justice Morris for the
unteered to be called as a witness
for Morriss). ASBSUAdvisor Rob duration. Esposito was throwMeyer wrote a letter for Morriss ing out more hand signals at the
and also served as "adviser" to chief justice during rulings than
BY RUBREY SRLRZRR
Columnist

Morriss robbed
of fair trial

BOlsa, \0 83725
Phone: 3~5-B20~ [xIDD)
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B.G.L.A.D.
responds to
death threat
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About the Author:
Karl J. F. Runft is an area lawyer who provided legal counsel
to David Morriss during his impeachment trial.
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We would like to express our
workers working in unsafe conditions all over the United States, gratitude tc a receptive and supf, "-. ~
".:q
portive community as we camincluding Idaho, and we hope
that YUM!:sdecision will have a paigned on campus and in Boise
positive ripple effect on the food against Taco Bell.
Thank you,
The campaign at Boise State has
and farm industries.
BLGAD
received statewide and nationWe are, however, disappointed
wide attention. Boise is a great
in our Boise State administration
and President Kustra for their lack place for grassroots organization
of proactively addressing the is- and community support, and we
at the IPSAwill continue to work
sue of associating our university
with a corporation that was prov- with our local community to promote change and progress, inen to have major human rights
Dear Editor,
violations, While we recognize . eluding refocusing our attention
Dear Editor,
As the Idaho Progressive a need for creative funding for to local farm worker rights and
immigration issues in Idaho.
We, the members of B.G.L.A.D. Student Alliance, we would like to BSU,contracting with a corporation that has been repressive goes
(Bisexuals/Gays/Lesbians
and
express our thoughts concerning
The Idaho Progressive Student
Allies for Diversity), were shocked
the most recent decision forYUM! against the education for justice,
and disappointed to learn the
Inc. (the parent company to Taco liberty, and life that we receive on Alliance
news that a death threat was tar- Bell) to work with the Coalition of campus.
In the future, we encourage
geted at a fellow student on the
Immokalee Workers.
President Kustra and his cabibasis of his sexual orientation.
CIW will negotiate a penny
We believe firmly that a death
per pound pay increase for to- net to research the track record
of those corporations they feel
threat to anyone for any reason is matopickers. We are pleased that
not and never will be justified or YUM! Inc. has taken a leadership - we must, for the sake of funding,
, Dear Editor,
acceptable. We believe that this role in the process of affecting an align ourselves with.Additionally,
was a vindictive and hurtful act. industry-wide change for their President Kustra has identified
Despite the factual evidence
This could have happened to any farm laborers. We, of course, fully the complexities of renaming a
presented at David Morriss'
building, and we would challenge
member of the community. The support the CIWand are thrilled
hearing
last
letter evidently shows that intol- that their demands are finally be- him and the student and faculty impeachment
Wednesday, I left the proceedsenates in developing procedures
erance is still present on campus.
ingmet.
ings thoroughly disgusted by the
BGLAD would support the uniConcerning Boise State's Taco and policies that will prevent
versity in requiring a diversity
Bell Arena, we call an end to the such unilateral decisions as the actions of many of our senators.
As such, it is my belief that David
renaming of the Pavilion, without
initiative. We are committed to on-campus boycott against arena
Morriss was robbed of a fair trial
working together to show that our events. We are pleased the real student and faculty representaand that the impeachment protion in the future.
cultural differences are a funcissue of farm labor pay injustice
An additional note should be ceedings were unduly biased and
tional part of this diverse world.
was addressed from YUM! Inc.
made concerning
alternative
predisposed.
We ask the student body to join andtheCIW.
Two things lead to this claim.
us in a rally to be held on the paServing as a strong example, graduation.
The IPSA had planned to take The first reason dates back to
tio outside of the Student Union YUM! Inc. demonstrated the
Building, to show a positive mespower-that corporations have in a leadership role in arranging an March 3, at the presidential candidate debate. In answering 'the
sage of support for tolerance and
impacting the lives of those who alternative graduation for those
diversity. The rally will be held directly or indirectly work for who refused to graduate in the question "What is your stance on
on Thursday, March 17, from 11 them. We will continue to work Taco Bell Arena or stadium. In the impeachment of President
a.m, to 2 p.m. We will have guest with CIW to ensure that YUM! light of the recent events, the Morriss?" senators Joe Holladay,
speakers and music. Let's show Inc. follows through with the new IPSAwill cancel alternative grad- Belle Antchekov, and Jefferson
the community that the universicontracts, as we cannot forget uation and support graduation at Day all formally stated that, in
their eyes, Morriss was guilty.
ty is willing and wanting to work that there continues to be farm the stadium.

The Arbiter
1910UOluerslty Drive

Scholarship had 'been promised to someone else and then
reneged by David, the prosecutor, again, said he did not. There
was no evidence supporting any
of the three charges brought
against David, and when David
moved to dismiss the charges for
lack of evidence, the chief justice,
again under the watchful eye of
Mr. Esposito, said he would not.
Finally, and most insulting to
fair play and due process, was
the fact that David's prosecutor
was allowed not only to vote as a
senator on whether David should
be impeached, but he was also allowed to participate in the secret
deliberations of the Senate, giving him the opportunity to plead
his case over and over to the jury,
while David sat waiting patiently
in the hearing hall with his family for the preordained outcome.
At one point during the proceedings, I heard Mr. Meyer.
mention in front of David's parents what a great learning opportunity this was for the students.
I would agree if it was to teach
them how to tar an opponent and
railroad him out office with the
guise of proper procedure.
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Mind you, this was before the
impeachment trial even began!
These senators already had their
minds made up! Thus, the trial
was a farce and should have been
dismissed due to the predisposition of these senators. At the very
least, these three senators should
not have been allowed to sit on
the jury.
Secondly, throughout the trial
itself, Sen. Joe Holladay repeatcdly knocked on the table (an
archaic form of applause) following statements by the prosecutor. This reaffirms that Sen.
Holladay already formulated his
opinion prior to the trial. He actually applauded during statements
against President Morriss! This
was not an impartial juror. The
stunning audacity of Holladay
was unbelievable.
All American citizens posses
the right to a fair trial. This right
is paramount. Without a fair trial,
the American system of justice
would crumble; Regardless of
facts and evidence against him,
David Morriss was robbed of his
legal right to a fair trial among a
jury of unbiased peers. As such,
senators Holladay, Antchekov, .
and Day all conspired to make a
mockery of the Boise State and
American judicial process. This
is nota matter of convincing evidence (or lack thereof); this is a
matter of fairness,
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There's a eerta n quality about
Tegan and Sara Quin that is left
out when you read their biography, look at their pictures, or even
see them from a distance. It's that
quality you can't teach, that certain sparkle you see in someone's
eye that you know has been there
from birth. Sure, that may sound
like a load of crap when a reviewer
says it, but talk to the pair for five
minutes, and you'll know what I
mean.
Sizing up the popsters before
interviewing them is a lesson in
the time-taught trial of judging
the book by its cover. The girls are
totally cute Canadian 24-yearaids. They have rock star haircuts. They have released music
videos and four amazing albums.
Transcripts of interviews by far
more qualified inquisitors than
myself litter the Internet. But they
are sincere, and their hearts pour
out when they talk and when they
sing.
The duo played twice in Boise

on
An(lfa:d{~t-en:'~
tertaln-a'\"iifSmall
crowd
a The Record Exchange around
6:30, and then they took the stage
at The Big Easy at 9:30. The two
sets nicely contrasted the sounds
of what they do acoustically in a
small venue versus how
they sound with electric
and percussion support.
As twin sisters, one
might think that the rockers frequently act identically. Well, there are similarities, but more often
than not, what they seem
to do is branch off in their
. own ways while compllmentlng one another.
Tegan describes Sara as
a snob, but ina good sense.
"Youwon't catch Sara jumping on
the mainstream bandwagon for
anything," she comments. Sara
thinks of herself as an opposite
to Tegan in many ways, and finds
being labeled as the more outgo.
ing of the two interesting: "It's
a tricky way to describe somebody, because I always thought
I was perceived as an extrovert,

Canadian twms, sure. But who cares? These girls rock

lots of friends and
I used to go out all the. time. But I
think that's a way for an introverted person to not have to connect
with people is be in a large group
of people all the time. Whereas,
Tegan; everybody thought she

was introverted. She was always
having these one-an-one dates
with people, and I find that very
extroverted because you have to
commit to talking to people."
Additionally, Tegan takes a
larger roll in the band's business
and banking. "There's a lot of calculator punching and stuff like
that, and that drives me crazy,"

Sara said.
On the state of music today, the
pair pointed out, "There's a great
movement coming from Canada
right now," dropping band names
like Chaos, Death From Above,
Metric, and Broken Social Scene.
They still love the classics, though. Listed
among their "can't
live without" albums
are releases from The
Smashing Pumpkins,
Sine ad O'Connor, and
Bruce
Springsteen.
The girls paid homage to one of their
favorites by reeling
off an amazing cover .of
Springsteen's
"Dancing in the Dark"
in their encore, just before leaving
The Big Easy stage for the night.
Tegan claims it's important
for them to maintain balance in
being "successful, but also [being] really happy and satisfied,"
and so far they seem to be on the
right track. "it's a very isolated industry,' Sara said, pointing out
how many overly-rich stars are

unhappy deep-down and feel
cut off. Perhaps that's where the
family angle plays in. The two
maintain residences on opposite
coasts of Canada, but come together to produce and tour. The
banter they utilize on stage and
the offhand glances they shoot
each other while talking, scream
that there's a power in having a
sibling, or at least a friend, by your
side to share the musical experience with.
If you missed this pair (and
their three amazing support musicians), you're in luck. Tegan and
Sara are returning to Boise in
short order. They wiII be opening
for The Killers when they visit The
Big Easy on May 1. Take it from
me, any chance to immerse oneself in the company of these girls
'01' their music is time well spent.
Providing a contrast to the
headliners was opening act The
Ditty Bops. Another pair of girls
supported by talented musi-.
cians, Amanda Barrett and Abby
DeWald displayed their own
brand of what could easily be described as pop-folk music. They

have a hard time labeling their
own material, so Barrett relayed
that they have fallen on calling
their music "Ditty Bop."
The duo somehow managed to
wear smiles throughout their perIorrnance, which certainly was
a direct product of their upbeat
personalities and the type of music they play. A light, bouncy mix
of guitar, fiddle, mandolin, and
upright bass, most of their songs
sound about a half step away from
being pulled off of the "a Brother,
Where Art Thou?" soundtrack.
Barrett's and DeWald's voices
seamlessly blend together to form
a superior sound.
.
A surprising lack of percussian didn't detract from The Ditty
Bops' presentation. The upright
bass maintained
time, while
Barrett used a washboard for
scratchingandthumpingoutabit
of a beat for selected songs.
The Ditty Bops are a wonderful
breath of fresh air for music fans.
Stepping outside of conventional
genre labels, they look a lot like a
modern take on talented country
fair performers of old.

Royal performances, realistic message guide
'Into the Woods' to success on BSUstage
BY ERIC

RRVENSCROFT

Culture Writer

JenaCapenter and Megan Tucker performing In 'Into the Woods' by Stephen
Sondhetrn and James Lapine.

Johnn & The Prof.

PHIl'l'lJ BY MICHAEL THOMPSONmJE

ARBITER

Boise State's Theatre Arts and
Music departments excelled with
three performances of Stephen
Sondheim's musical "Into the
Woods" at the Morrison Center
over the weekend.
The play begins with a young
maiden, a young lad, and a childless baker going into the woods to
fulfill their fantasies. Cinderella
goes to a ball to meet the prince.
Jack leaves to sell his cow, the incomparable Milky White. The
baker and his wife hunt for four
things for the witch so they can
have a child. Little Red Riding
Hood is off to see her grandma.
With a seamless musical infusion
from the orchestra backing them
up, they pursue their dreams into
the woods through song.
As the story unfolds, Cinderella
wins Prince Charming, Jack sells
Milky White. for five beans and
grows the beanstalk, and the

baker gets everything the witch
needs to reverse the curse on
his reproduction, even though
it was the witch who cursed him
in the first place. Little Red joins
her granny in the wolf's belly, but
gets rescued by the baker, who
really only wants to get the red
hood fur the witch.
In Act 2, the lady giant acts as
a catalyst for the action when she
comes down from her beanstalk.
The characters must go back into
the woods to find peace from the
giant, as the "after" to their happytale.
"Into the Woods" was a great
blend of musical and comedy
stylings, with Alex Fuhriman's
portrayal of Cinderella's prince
nearly taking over the performance. Superb as the dimwitted
cheese-ball prince, Fuhriman
also highlighted the first act as
the wolf, even dancing with Little
Red, prior to consuming her.
Maria Sermonia's sweet, knifebearing Little Red Riding Hood

skipped adorably into the heart
oftheshow.
Because the "happily ever after" scenario is always a one act
fairy tale, the second act's lost energy and darker themes, like the
giant killing some of the characters, is explained by the fact that
the reality of life is never as satisfying as fantasy. Cinderella reverts back to her old dirty clothes.
Jack matures, but still finds comfort in his animal pals, even if "no
one keeps a cow for a friend." The
baker and his wife get their baby,
but they also need a bigger house.
Cinderella's
and
Rapunzel's
princes become players, digging
on damsels like Snow White and
Sleeping Beauty, respectively, but
you can't blame them because
they were "raised to be charming
... not sincere."
The witch explains that sometimes the things you wish for
should never be had. although
without fantasies, life could never be perfect.

b Brad Schafer
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Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following positions:
1.
ASBSU Election Board - 2 openings
2.
ASBSU Fee Proposal Committee - Several openings
3.
ASBSU Financial Manager
4.
BSU Bookstore Advisory Committee - 3 openings
S.
BSU Children's Center Advisory Committee - 1 opening
6.
BSU Food Services Advisory Committee - Several openings
7.
BSU Non-discrimination & Affirmative Action Committee - 1 opening
8.
BSU Parking Citations Appeals Review Board - 1 opening
9.
BSU Publications Board - 5 openings
10.
BSU Recreation Center Board of Governors - 3 openings
11.
BSU Student Union Board of Governors - 2 openings
12.
BSU University Accessibility Committee - Several openings
13.
Cultural Center Advisory BOiHd - 1 opening
14.
Senator for College of Applied Technology
15.
Senator for College of Health Sciences
16.
Senatorfor Graduate College
17.
Women's Center Advisory Center - 1 opening
For more information, please contact Personnel Recruitment Coordinator Joyce Ward at 426·1147.

Pacino aids latest Shakespeare
rehash, but rest of film falls flat
BY EAIC

AAVENSCAOFT

Culture

Writer

Michael Radford directs a new
adaptation of Shakespeare's "The
Merchant of Venice." Starring
Al Pacino as Shylock and Jeremy
Irons as Antonio, the film confronts the anti-Semitic tone that
flows throughout the original
play.
The young Bassanio (Joseph
Fiennes) needs 3,000 ducats to
pursue the object of his affection,
the wealthy Portia (Lynn Collins).
He looks to his friend Antonio for
the money, who is unable to supply it. Instead, Antonio borrows
from Shylock, despite the tension between them, and gives
the loan to Bassanlo. The contract between them specifics that
Shylock will be repaid on time, or
he will take a pound of flesh from
Antonio as payment.
, Meanwhile, Portia is currently
in the process of being suited for
marriage. Each potential suitor
must choose one of three caskets,
which if chosen correctly, will en-

able them to receive Portia's hand
in marriage.
After Bassanio chooses correctly, he marries Portia, but a
messenger arrives to inform them
Antonio's merchant ships have
been destroyed. Antonio's default
on the loan opens the door for
Shylock to exact the revenge he
feels necessary as a Jew, by getting a pound of Antonio's flesh.
While the Shakespeare play is a
comedy, the rough-edged subject
of anti-Semitismrnakes it hard for
any revision to leave a resounding good taste in your mouth.
This might explain why the current version seems more like a
general exercise on Shakespeare
adaptation than a resonant accomplishment.
Despite shining in films like
"Elizabeth" and "Shakespeare
in Love:' Joseph Fiennes' performance as Bassanio is a bit bland.
The best scenes come from
Pacino's rendition of Shylock's famous "If you prick us, do we not
bleed" speech, and the moment

when Shylock is ready to take his
payment of flesh, but these only
serve as the heartbeat to the rest
of the film's general flatline.
"The Merchant of Venice"
doesn't capture the kind of expansiveness that is common to
some Shakespeare adaptations,
but it is capable of retelling one of
his most difficult plays:

'A Moorland Hanging': a
must for mystery lovers
BY MRAIJRNE

WEITENSTEINEA

Culture Writer

Michael leeks' book, "AMoorland Hanging:' is the
third offourteen books that make up leeks' Knights
Templar Mysteries series. The books take
place circa 14th century England, shortly after the Crusades. The main characters in the series arc Simon Puttock, the
Bailiff of Lydford Castle, and his friend
Sir Baldwin. Furnshill, owner of Furnshill
Manor. Sir Baldwin is the last of a band of
warrior monks called the Knights Templar.
Because of the injustice reaped upon his
clan by a greedy French king, Baldwin has
vowed to uphold and distribute the justice
denied to his brother monks, all killed over
the king's lust for land and riches. Simon and Sir Baldwin arc sent by the
king to the moorlands to try and handle a sticky
situation that began when a villain named Peter
Bruther left the manor of his master, Sir William

Berauscyr, to become a tin miner elsewhere. Before
the problem can be peacefully resolved, Bruther is
murdered, and it is left to the pair of protagonists'
to figure out who has done the awful deed - even if
the culprit is willing and able to shed more blood to
keep Peter Bruther's secrets from those
that uphold the law.
This book is a wonderful combination of Sherlock Holmes and Medieval
England with all the twists and turns in
each mystery. As each page is turned, a
new discovery or twist to the mystery is
uncovered, until Sir Baldwin and Simon
unmask the murderer, which was some0I1etotally unexpected. If "AMoorland
Hanging" is (It all the same caliber as
the other 14 books in leeks' Knights
Templar Mysteries, then lovers of the
genre and those just being introduced
to it should thoroughly enjoy this book, as well as
the rest of the series.
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Musical to 'go all the way'
the Morrison Center
Producers Kevin Me 'ollum, Jeffrey Seller,
and Al~ert ~occioli
bring Broadway's
smash hit musical "T e Full Monty" to Boise
for the first time f three performances atthe Morris n Center, March
18 through 19.
"The Full Monty' is based on the
1997 Academy
ward-nominated
movie of the sam name. The story
was adapted for th stage by four-time
Tony Award-win ng writer Terrence
McNally ("RagtiI
and "Kiss of the
Spide~ Woma?")' Instead of taking
place III SheffIelp, England, this time
t!le tale takes 1~1acein Buffalo, New
'lork. The storyfollows the lives of six
unemployed st#elworkers who need a
way t? make ~ living and rediscover
what It means-to be a man, a provider, a father, a husband, and a human
being. These are all issues of masculinity that ar~ rarely touched upon in
contemporary pop-culture.
T?e Financial Times reports: "It's
not Ju~t when it's all fired-up and feisty that the
sh?w IS terrific. It has lovely gentle moments
too, ~UC~l as .the sequence when Jerry, the guy
Wh~. IS fighting to retain custody, sings a song
to is sleeping son: 'Every time I see your facet
It f els strange and familiar/ Like a map of a
be(~r place.' Has anybody, anywhere ever expreised that profound and confused parental
feel~g in such succinct poetry?"
n International Herald Tribune exclait ed, "THE MIGHTY MONTY TRIUMPHS

IN LONDON! After almost a century in which
musicals always started on stage and only
then made it to film, the traffic is now in reverse. So far the best of all these film-to-stage
adaptations is "The Full Monty." ... The Full
Monty is full of sadnessand late joy as it tells

e"

one of the ,~ld~st showbiz stories in the world;
that of sir unemployed men finding rebirth
across the footlights thanks to the magic of
showbiz itself. Jack O'Brien's production and
Jerry Mitchell's choreography are models of
how thrse things should be done (and all too
seldom-are)."
I hoc! the chance to interview actor Joe
CO?ts, who plays Dave Bukatinsky, an overweight steelworker who has a hard time corn-:
~ngtoterms with the acceptance of his body as
It is. He was notably tired from the long hours

of ~he tour, but very excited to be coming to
BOIse and kn~w who his audience was going
to be. I told lum about BSU and its non-traditional campus.
I asked him what exactly the term "The Full
Monty," meant.
'
Coots: It's an English term
meaning to go all the way.
Me: And this has multiple applications.
Coots: Yeah.
Me: So how does this work on
stage?
Coots: I guess you'll just have to
show up and find out.
Me: Wouldn't it be easier just to
say.
Coots: You'll just have to find
out. BUl it's done very tastefully.
Me: So do you gUYS gl't naked?
Coots: Like I said, .,. just don't
sit too close.
So if you gu, I can't guarantee
your safety. I wish I could. I tried;
I really did.
Tickets are available at the
Morrison Center box office, all
.Select-a-Seat outlets or by calling (208) 4261194. Groups needing 20 or more tickets
should call (208) 426'-4103. Online, tickets are
available at www.idahotickets.com
or www.
BroadwayAcrossAmerica.com.
Tiered ticket
prices arc $15, $38, and $25. Sec the Info Desk
in the Student Union Building for student discounts.
'
.
Performances
are scheduled for Friday,
March 18, at 8 p.m. and Saturday, March 19, at
2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
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Film fest addresses women's issues
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BY MICHAl

Spe~tators gather in the SUB's Jordan Ballroom ';r Lunales! scrnentnqs
\
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Culture UJrlter
only lion-fairy talc character was
a Jmman who recently became
Traveling around the country,
a 'single mother. The filmmaker
Lunalest features films by, for, did a good job of paralleling fairy
and about women. It is an opportil Ie problems with hardships real
tunity for women to voice their
women have.
concerns, opinions, and general
Other films focused on more
interest in issues that affect worn- , serious issues. One, a Chinese
en, through the medium of short language film called "Simi Hell,"
film,
concerned
a young woman's
The issues that were covered struggle to be independent in her
Saturday night at The Flicts overbearing father's household.
ranged from patriarchy in we
"Little Black Boot" tackled the
family to images of women in issue uf gender identity. A girl, in
magazines
to gender barriers.
a story reminiscent of Cinderella,
Some of the films took a ramie
is ridiculed by her mother, two
approach, while others too~on is- sisters, and other kids at her high
sues in a more serious liglp.
school for not fitting the societal
"A Good Uplift," abopl a bra standard of beauty. She goes to
shop in Manhattan,! brought
the prom (hall) dressed as a boy
laughs when the shOji owner
in an attempt to win over one of
talked frankly to wo Jen about
the girls fromschooJ. They have a
their breasts, bringi gout re- moment. but "Cinderella" rushes
actions of embarra .lment and
out in a hurry, leaving one combat
disbelief.
Dysfunc jonal fairy boot behind. At school the next
talc characters weI' the basis of day, her sister notices someone
"Dysenchanted."
I was set in a with the boot and announces that
support group w, 're everyone
it belongs to her sister. The love
from Snow White~J Dorothy dis- interest is there and confront acussed the post fappily-eve~-aftion ensues, only until she ad mil S
,tel' lives. The tre!'ment was lIght that she can't deny her own fcd-

ings. Well, you get the idea. It is
a comment on the power within
_societal gender stereotypes that
may keep people from listening to
their true feelings.
Sexual imagery of women was
the focus of "Wet Dreams and
False Images." The filmmakers
interviewed a group of men at a
barbershop about their ideal image of women. They used magazine images to illustrate what
they like. The filmmakers then
went to a specialist in airbrushing
photos who' says that almost all
magazine pictures are doctored
up before print. They dashed the
barbershop
boys' fantasies by
proving to them that most women
don't actually look like those in
magazines, It was all in good fun,
but it brought attention to a very
important issue within our society: The images that women as-,
pire to are unattainable without
image editing technology.
One local film was shown at the
end of the regular Lunafest schedule. "Full Circle" explored the
family and life in a cyclic manner.
One is closely looked after for the
first part of life, becomes the nurturer in the middle, and is again
closely looked after at the end.
Each film in the festival takes
on an issue that doesn't get much
attention in the mainstream media. Issues such as patriarchal
societies,
gender
stereotypes,
and appearance expectations are
powerful and touchy subjects.
With Hollywood too afraid to take
on these issues, the task is left
to more independently
minded
people with typically limited resources, but no shortage of passion for the well being of people
and communities.
Lunafest is a good opportunity
for women filmmakers to have
their voices heard and their filmmaking talents known all across
the country. It awakens people to
new ideas and brings communities together. It educates people
toward a goal of social change.
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NCAATournament
Washington vs. Montana
Pacific vs. Pittsburgh
Arizona vs, Utah State
LSUvs. UAB
• all games Thursday@ the Taco Bell Arena
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A run for the
ages should
prompt fans
to come out
BY TREVOR
HORN
Sports Editor

The actual NCAA Big Dance
may be coming here this week,
but the real excitement ended
Saturday night for the Broncos
men's hoops team.
The Broncos' unbelievable, exciting and completely improbable
run is what March Madness is all
about.
Going in with a losing record
and no real momentum to speak
of, Jason Ellis and company took
It upon themselves to show that
there is talent on this team - and
they really are a TEAM.
I, my§eIJ. thought these guys
were going-to build on what the
previous.team did- and go into
the season wi!!J. speed and great
shooting, and win. them all. I
should have realized how hard
it is to win in college basketball,
especially when you have so few
players coming back.
With that said, this team did
battle within themselves all year
to find out who was the leader,
who were the shooters, and who
were the role players.
It may have taken them all the
way to the tournament
to find
what it was they were looking for,
but they did find it.
The seniors, especially Ellis,
playerllike they were on borrowed
time. It was too damn fun to
watch this all take place. The Big
Dance will not give us a chance to
see a team play four games in five
nights, but we got that in the WAC
tourney.
Boise State is a school that loves
a winner and could give a crap
about the losers. Let's be honest
with ourselves, we are part of a
school of bandwagoning fans.
This team was always fun to
watch, but most out there had no
idea of this because a near preseason loss to Albertson College
put fear in fans that we would all
have to deal with a season of losers. Get over it,'especiallyyou student fans.
It's free to watch these guys
play. What else are you going to
do on a Thursday evening?
With my tirade over, the closing
statement here is for students to
come out and realize that this is
going to be the most fun you will
have for a long time.
This team showed that it's never
too late to start something. Now
find it in yourself to cheer on this
team next year. It'll be worth every penny you wont have to spend
on it.
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Fri. @ Rice, Houstor\tX.
Sat. @ Sam Houston iate, Houston, TX.
Sun @ Cal State Nort'i\idge, Northridge, CA.

\

Gymnastics

. ~I:

.
Tonight vs. WashingtoI\~ Alaska-Anchorage
Seattle, WA
\

,

Men's tennis
Fri vs. Portland, 1 p.rn.
Fri vs. Yale, 5:30 p.m.
Sat vs. Yale, 10 a.m.
Sat vs. UNLV, 1:30 p.m.

Women's golf

\,

Wed-Thurs, Anteater Invit~ional
Irvine, CA.
'
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Broncos' improbable run
falls short in the finals
\

B~ TREVOR
HORN
;Sports Editor
\\
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Jason Ellis grabbed a tournament record 53 rebounds In four games In route to leading the Bth seeded Broncos to the title
game.

First Round

NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP

Final Four

Elite Eight

Sweet 16

Second Round

Elite Eight

Final Four

The Cind~ella run finally came
to an end forthe Boise State men's
basketball t6,am. After winning
three games in four nights to advance to th~i \Vestcrn l'..thletic
Conference
tournament finals
for the first time in school history,
the Broncos lo~t to UTEP 91-78 at
Lawlor Event Center in Reno, Nev.
The eight se~d in the tournament nearly d~'I the impossible,
but fatigue an hot shooting by
Filiberto Rivera topped it all.
The run start d with a Tuesday
night victory oxer Tulsa. Senior
Jason Ellis scordi 22 points, and
grabbed a WAChournament
record 21 reboundi to defeat Tulsa
in the opening rojnd.
Next up for the ~roncos was the
host team and 24/hlanked Nevada.
The Wolfpack were the top seeded
team in the tournament, and had
won 10 straight coming into the
game versus the Bloncos. Boise
State took a one-pdnt lead into
the half, but Nevada ,ame back to
take a. three-point Idj.d with less
than a minute left. ~ith 3.1 seconds left on the cloc and down
by two points, sopho lore Coby
Karl stepped to the linea attempt
to tie the game. Karl made the
first, but his second shot bounded
right off the rim into tIic. waiting
arms of Jermaine Blackburn, The
senior then, in one fluid motion,
grabbed the rebound a~d made
an improbable shot from'[ive feet
with 1.1 seconds left to give the
Broncos the one-point lead, and
the biggest upset in 15 years in the
WAC tournament.
\
Karl had 1Bpoints OIl the ni t,
and the victory was the first for e
Broncos over a ranked oppone t
in seven years, since they be'
then 15/h ranked Washington.
Less than 24 hours later, the
Broncos went toe-to-toe
with
Fresno State in the tournament
semifinals.
.
The Broncos built up a 12-point
lead halfway through the second
half against the Bulldogs, but
Ia'Vance Coleman began shooting the lights out. Down six with
less than two minutes remaining,

------

Coleman scored eight straight
for the Bulldogs to take an 85-84
lead.
1
With B.7 seconds left, BSU head
coach Greg Graham designel a
play for Karl, despite shootlr a
woeful 0-11 from the field on he
night. Karl drove from the left/ide
and got fouled sending him t(jthe
line at the end of the game Iol the
second night in a row.
This time Karl made bot and
a final second missed three rom
Coleman propelled the Br ncos
into the tournament
ch mpionship against
second- eded
UTEP.,
The Broncos became the ~owest
seed in the tournament tormake
the finals since the ninth seeded
Hawaii lost to top seeded U!ah 6754 in 1995.
Coby Karl hit a three-pointer with 15:2B to play in the first
half Saturday night against the
Miners to give Boise State a l3-H
lead. But big John Tofi complete!
a conventional three-point play
to give the Miners the lead, whicr
they would never give up.
)
TournamentMVP Rivera scored
a career-high 32 points against
the Broncos. It seemed as if every
time the Broncos seemed to batte
back late in the game, Rivera hal
the answer.
The Broncos may not have wen,
which would have given then
an automatic bid into the NC.\A
tournament,
but they did ve
fans something to cheer aboui in
a season filled with injuries md
inconsistent play.
Seniors Jason Ellis and Jerrraine
Blackburn were both named to
the All-Tournament team.
'
Ellis grabbed a tournament record 53 rebounds to go along with
his single-game tournament record 21 against Tulsa in the opening round. The Kent, Wash., native
finished the tournament averaging 17.5 points and 13 rebounds
er game. His 16 points Saturday
Iso gave Ellis 1,000 for his caer,' making him just the 16'h
nnco to eclipse the milestone.
Bl kburn averaged 16 points in
th tournament for the Broncos
as t y finished the season with a
16-1 record.
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Bronco uolleyball signs transfer
BRONCOSPORTS.CO~

Ki Eveland from Grand Rapids,
Mich., has signed financial aid
papers to transfer to Boise State
for the sport of volleyball. She will
join the Broncos in August 2005
as a sophomore. Boise State volleyball Head Coach SCali Sandel
announced the transfer Friday.
Ki Eveland is a 5-10 setter. She
played in 42 of Kentucky's 112
games as a freshman in 2004
and averaged 11.69 assists and
0.95 kills in those games. At East
Kentwood HS. she was a two-time
all-state, all-region and all-con-

ference selection.
"Ki is a great addition to the
Broncos. She will provide experience. leadership, and competitive
personality to our team. Coming
out of the 2004 season. I felt that
we needed to upgrade our setting position to make it to the
NCAATournament. Kigives us a
good athlete with a high volleyball I.Q .... Boise State Head Coach
Scott Sandel commented.
Mandy Klein and Melissa
Kimich signed national-lettersof-intent this past November and
will also join the Broncos this
coming August.

Mandy Klein is a senior at
Timberline High School. At 5-11,
Klein has played outside hitter at
Timberline this past year. however. will move to her original position of setter at Boise State. She
helped lead her prep volleyball
team to a district championship
and a second place finish at the
2004 state tournament. In 2003.
when she was a junior, the team
finished third in the state. Klein
is also an excellent pitcher. and
helped the Timberline softball
team to a third place state finish
in both 2004 and 2003.
"Mandy is a very good volley-

ball player who had to play the
outside hitting position in high
school and cluh. We recruited her
to come in and compete for the
starting setting position," Sandel
said. "It's great for our program
to have a.local player become a
Bronco. and I'm excited about her
opportunity to play in her home
town."
Melissa Kimich (Montgomery,
Texas) is a sophomore at Blinn
Iunior College in Brenham, Texas.
She is a former IC teammate of

the nation among NJCAAlearns
last fall. Kimich ranked in the top
20 in blocks in the NJCAAnational
statistical rankings. She also averaged over three kills per game.
She graduated from Montgomery
HighSchool.
"Melissa will come in and compete for a starting middle blocking
position. She is hard working and
will bring a little more Texas grit
to our team." Sandel added, "She
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Unfortunately, the men
were only able to control
parts of the game. Out of the
The Boise State men's la- ten goals the Boise State men
crosse team fell to Utah Valley were abletc tally, eightofthem
State College 15-10,Thursday
came off of 6-on-6 situations.
night on the blue turf. The This showed great poise and
Boise State men started off control by the offense. But
great, with Ben Shuman win- where the men struggled was
ning two face-offs in the first with their inability to clear
minute, leading to two quick the ball from their defensive
goals. After [hat, the Boise end. They were only successState men could not get a ful in 6-out-of-21 attempts. To
call to go their way'- Coach make matters worse, their at- .
Sanderson said. "We were tack lost possession on 3 out
man-down probably half of of those 6 successful clears.
the first quarter, We couldn't
Meanwhile, as the Broncos
get a break."
were plagued with penalDespite the calls. the men ties, UVSC scored 9 man-up
stayed close. It was 4-3 at the goals. "I think our guys reend of the quarter.
alize we can run with just
"Our guys felt good going' about anybody 6-on-6 if we
into the game. We knew the' stop all of the silly penalties
only way we were going to and turnovers, especially the
win was to control the ball:'
ones from the attack." Coach
Sanderson said.
Sanderson said.
BY SRRRH CREIGHTON
Spacial to The Rrblter
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Bronco gymnasts post
top score of season
The 33rd ranked Broncos took
competition to the next level
Friday and impressed themselves,
their coaches, and the opposing coaches aswell. The Broncos
came in a close second behind
Penn State in front of a spirited
home crowd in Taco Bell Arena.
Fellow Boise State athletes and
the gymnast's fraternity fan club
were there to cheer the Broncos
gymnasts on as they scored a season high 195.95 to Penn State's
196.025. San lose State came in
third with a 193.45 and Seattle
Pacific came in fourth with a
192.65.
Head coach Sam Sandmire was
very proud of the way the girls
cleaned up their routines and

battled hard with the no. 13 team
in the nation.
"The high score is a tribute to cleaning up our routines
and sticking our dismounts ... ·
Sandrnire said.
This is a tough time of the season for gymnasts. It all comes
down to matching the season high
now in order to increase their regional qualifying score.
"At this point in the year you
are either getting better or getting worse; we are getting better:'
Sand mire said.
The biggest improvement for
the Broncos can be seen in their
bar and beam routines. Friday,
Boise State's Kristin Aldrich and
Lindsay Ward scored a pair of9.9's
to tie for first. Lindsey Thomas led
off on beam for the Broncos, but
counted a fall. Corinna Lewis was

second and stuck her routine.
Carla Chambers started her routine off wobble free. until the end
when she lost her balance and her
foot slipped slightly. Despite the
slip, Chambers earned a 9.4.
"She stuck her dismount and
performed a rock solid routine except for the fall:' Sand mire said.
Aldrich and Ward were immaculate and performed near perfect
routines. hence the pair of 9.9's
they both received.
The uneven barshave presented
challenges to the Broncos in past
meets, but Friday the Broncos
stuck five out of six dismounts and
counted zero falls and no misses,
said Sandmire. Ward tied for first
with a 9.875 and Chambers tied'
for third with a 9.825.
It was a tight meet that came
down to the last performers. Penn
State Head Coach Steve Sheppard
was impressed with the Boise
State team.
"They looked great and are great
as any team we have seen this
year:' Sheppard said. Sandmire
knew this would be a close meet,
seeing how Penn State's gymnast's routines are packed with
difficulty. Sheppard also mentioned how impressed he was
with Ward's routines. stating that
her routines were very clean and
packed with high difficulty. Ward
took the all-around, with a season
high 39.475.
Kea Cuaresma continues to prevail on floor.
"Kea anchored us on floor:'.
Sandmire said.
Cuaresma's solid routine set the
trend for the rest of the Broncos.
"Everyone hit on floor:'
Sandmire said. "It was another
good meet."
The Broncos will face off in
a ttl-meet at Washington with
the Huskies and Alaska tonight.
Then, on Monday. March 21, the
Broncos will host Denver in their
last home meet of the year.

Junior Rea Cuaresma and the Broncos posted a season-high score to take
second place Friday at the Taco Bell Arena.

improve Your
Score the
Chiropractic Way...

Thru March 31sf 2005
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Donate Plasma at Biamat USA
Earn $50 the first week and
$150 per month
Mon.-Sat: 9:00·5:30

II

L

4017 Overland Rd
Boise, IQ 83705
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GRlfOLS
Biornat USA, Inc.

•

caring for people's health
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,Cheese •..

delicious meana, lel:il:iuce,
pIckles, nomano and chips.

,_.,.Over 30 satiisfying
<"...~"sandwiches and salads
S'~hf()r
lunch, dinner, picnics
,.
and partiies.
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Men's lacrosse in action Saturday night in Bronco Stadium.

BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer

entire bill with BSU
student 10 cardY

~.~

Transition game the deciding factor

PHaru

will reunite with Telia Peterson
which should help us maintain
the continuity we established this
season."
The Broncos finished 2004 with
a 17-12 overall record. its best
win-loss mark in six years, and
had two playeres named to the
All-WACteam.
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.Men's tennis post biggest
upset of the year in Alabama

the Arbiter
shivers lIle
titnbers.

COURTESY
BRONCOSPORTS.COM

Weekday

Jumps as low as S9&i
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AIR NATIONAL

The Boise State men's tennis team, despite losing their final match of the tournament
"Saturday, came away with two big
upsets at the National Blue Gray
Classic in Montgomery, Ala.
Despite U.S. President George
W. Bush's motorcade delaying the
Boise State men's tennis team's
arrival to the Lagoon Park Tennis
Club Thursday afternoon, the
Broncos defeated the 39'h ranked
North Carolina State by a score
of 4-2 to advance to the second
round of the National Blue Gray
Classic.
The Broncos, ranked 55th na-

GUARD

Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full- Time Students I!!
.. Montgomery

GI Bill

.. Montgomery

.. State Tuition

Assistance

.. Cash Bonuses

.. Student

Loan Repayment

tionally, won the doubles point
and with wins at the first position
with Thomas Schoeck and Luke
Shields and at the second spot
with the team of Ikaika lobe and
Matias Silva. Schoeck and Shields
are ranked seventh nationally,
while lobe and Silva are ranked
39th.
In singles, the Broncos won
with Shields at No. 1 and lobe at
No.4, and then Silva wrapped
up the match with his win at No.
3. Friday, the Broncos will play
Notre Dame.
Senior Ikaika jobe rallied from
one set down to win the number four singles match and hand
Boise State their first top-20 win
of tile year as the #55 Broncos upset #18 Notre Dame 4-3 Friday afternoon.
The Fighting Irish entered the
classic as the number two seed
with a 12-3 overall record. The
Broncos, who came close to upsettingtop-20 teams at the ITAIndoor
National Tennis Championship
in January, finally climbed over
the hump and claimed their biggest victory of the year.
The Broncos drew first blood,

winning the doubles point on
a pair of wins at the number
one and two positions. Thomas
Schoeck and Luke Shields defeated Notre Dame's number one
doubles pair of Brent D'Amico
and Ryan Keckley 8-3, followed
by Ikaika lobe's and Matias Silva's
victory over Eric Langenkamp and
Sheeva Parbhu at the number two
by the score of 8-5. The number
three doubles did not finish, but
the Broncos' pair of Eric Roberson
and Brent \'Verbeck were leading
G-5when the match was stopped,
after the team doubles point was
decided.
Down one point entcring the
singles portion of the competition,
Notre Dame's Eric Langenkamp
pulled the team score even at one
apiece when he defeated Boise
State's Brent Werbeck G-4, G-4 at
the number sixsingles. BoiseState
regained the lead with a victory
at the number five singles when
Eric Roberson rallied from one set
down to defeat Ryan Keckley 4-G,
G-3; G-3. Freshman Luke Shields
extended Boise State's lead to 3-1
by claiming a hard fought match
at the number one singles over

Notre Dame's Brent D'Amico G-4,
4-G,G-O.
Notre Dame then staged a rally
of their own winning at the second and third spots to pull the
team score even once again, this
time at 3-3. Barry King claimed
the first win for Notre Dame during their rally, as he defeated
Matias Silva 7-G, 2-G, G-l at the
number three. Shortly after, Steve
Bass rallied at the number two
singles after dropping the first set
to Boise State's Thomas Schoeck
to win 4-G, G-3, G-3. That set up
Ikaika lobe's decisive match at the
number four position. lobe lost
the first set 3-Gto Sheeva Parbhu
then rallied to win the next two 7Gand G-3, securing the 4-3 upset
victory for Boise State over Notre
Dame.
. On Saturday, 25' ranked Tulane
defeated Boise State 4-2. The loss
ended the Broncos' run in the
Blue Gray Tournament.
The Broncos, now 15-G, return
home to host Yale, UNLV, and
Portland this coming weekend at
the Appleton Tennis Center.
-

Program

ror Morc information contact:

TSGT. Kristine Witte
422-5597 or (800) 621-3909

I'HOTO BY o'ANI.I:Y BBEVi5T[Ii'TIIE
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Mattias Silva and the men's tennis team upset 18th ranked Notre Dame in Montgomery, Alabama.

UCrlON

Are you serious about working for a major competitor in heavy
civil construction? Do you like teamwork? Do you want to build
some of the most challenging projects in California? Do you
want to grow with a great company? Do you like to get your
hands and feet dirty?

If you answered YES to these questions,
we want to talk to you for the Construction
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
PURSUING A B.5.IN CIVIL ENGINEERING; ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, OR CON>TRUGION MANAGEMENT
PREFERABLYWITH AN INTEREST IN HEAVY CIVIL
CONSTRUGION.
INTERNSHIPS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.
Business and Finance majors are also
encouraged to submit their resumes for
consideration in our Administration Division.
Please email or fax your resume to Chemene Hooker at
510/293-1110 or employment@shimmick;eom
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Engineer Position!

This position demands an energetic and dynamic person. It is
very "hands on" as well as technically challenging. The duties
involve managing the field personnel, procuring materials and
equipment, and other company assets. Other duties include
scheduling, cost estimating, and project management/
procurement of varying responsibility levels. Project
management will include submittals, progress payment requests,
management of subcontractors, and many other types of
.
contractual documents. Engineers typically work in a support
role directly for project superintendents/ engineer and· work
closely with the crews.
.

Shimmick Construction Co., is a Genera! Engineering/Heavy Civil Contractor headquartered in Northern and Southern'
.California. The Company performs heavy engineering projects for various government agencies in the qreater Bay Area
and Southern Caiifornia. Shimmick Construction is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.
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$600 Group Fundraiscr
Scheduling Bonus! Four
hours of your group's
time-PLUS our tree (yes,
free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000
in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $600
bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser.
Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or
visit
www.campusfundraiser. com
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BE A BARTENDER,
No experience necessary, hands on training in
Boise, must be 18 yrs or
older, make $100-150 per
shift, job placement/get
certifiedsf'all 333-tips
(8477)

FREE To Good Home -9mo old Aussie Shepherd,
house trained, intelligent
& all shots. Call
] at
850-9481

BroncoJobs

Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 8667476

4:1'I£j'j"',,,,;III'&&1"Lookingfor

Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Retail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476

Jobs while
student,

you are a
Career

Opportunities,

or

Internships?

Private liVing Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities

Free job-referral

EVERGREEN SUITES 384·1600

service
Click BroncoJobs
at http://

I and 2 bdrm apts. $385,
$450. Deposit $250. No
pets, no smoking. Next
to Taco Time on Rosehil!.
Call 861-6300

carcer.boisestatc.cdu
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus

Taxi Driver - Days,
ible schedule, Ages
M/F. Must have
driving record, will
Call Ted 794-0871
7pm.

Starting at $295/mo.

~~
j'US'r'1JLOC'XS 'PRO'1t!
. 1 Bedroom:

In ad & receive $100
off Ist month rent

Bring

sao sq, It

Cable

,:

AllUtllities~.·

;

.Flll1ess cenlllJ' : .

m"ctiw Rent . S·lfiO
2 Bedroom + 'Iownhomes
""ilable: H%-II50 Sq. n.
S530· $(j(J()
Rent·5.\20.00
lAppmx] ]1.urll1t.iliur.s :1..li!1ilil

1992 ISUZU
RODEO
Very clean $2200 obo.
Call 703-7833

Effl't1ivc ltrm - $160.00

WE'RE HIRING
ENTHUSIASTIC
INDIVIDUALS WITH
EXCELLENT VERBAL SKILLS I

336-8787

RtncS530

:.'fpIO'j I'.lid I'<iEtin· 560

@

EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE

Room 4 Rent in Phat 2
story 2br House, 5 blks
from BSU. Fully film, fi'
p, deck w/wet bar & DSL.
$360!!!! Call 850-9481

• PAID TRAINING
• C~SUAI. ENVIRONMENT
• 20-40 llOURSIWEEK
• INCENTIVE
PRIZES

$8.00/hr

r,1f'101m ?'ifon'Wl'W1I (.1«

MINIMUM 10 START

'T'i,u@341·6,'[;'

Please call for

1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee Ltd. Fully loaded,
173k miles. $5,OOO/obo.
Call 284-4078

i

Affordable

Room for rent in 2bdrm
house WID. $275 incl.
utilities & cable. 5min
from malll I Omin from
BSU. Call 713-0397

more information

658-4888

._-~--~'-

•
•
•
•
•

7-l'iece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250,
sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464

DOWN
1 Expose
2 Large inland
sea
3 Second
weddings
4 Atwood novel

©

2005 Tribune

Elevators
/J/n'cJly (JernU [nnn Willen
24~II()urfitness mom
Business Center
Secured AcC'c,n

888-1464.

Duplex for Rent! Ibdl
Iba. N.end location. OtTstreet parking. $425/mo +
$425 deposit. 6mo. lease.
Call 484-5711

Entire Living Rm. group
for sale. $475. OR couchl

Must see Lg 1bd apt. full
kitchen nds fridge. WID,

Add to staff
Pers. pension
Fellows
Harris and
Begley
9 Wander away
10 Really dry
11 Chart
12 Bridle part
13 Capone and
Pacino
19 Pursues
21 Act as
24 Before
25 Kind 01 triangle
26 Long steps
27 Hometown
hero
28 Long, cold
period
29 Ball lasses
30 Warren of
"Shampoo"
31 Tipper's mate
33 Ring official
38 More tense
42 Makes a
difference
5
6
7
8

Solutions

47 Stocked goods
49 Thaw
50 Stairway
segment
51 Tiny skin
opening
52 Mulligan's dish

53 NASA's orbiting
outpost
54 Final degree
55 As well
56 Strange
57 Turn to the right!
58 Goddess of folly

Today's BIrthday (03-14-05).
Practice makes perfect, as you
. well know, and 1l gets you to
Carnegie Hall. It's also the
route to the Grand 01' Opry
and the Academy Awards.
Develop the right habits. To
get the advantage,
check the
day's rating: 10 tS the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 5 - Fixing up your
own place is a most rewarding
endeavor . .Besides getting
exactly what you want, you'll
save a ton of money.

Leo (Iuly 23-Aug, 22)
Today is a 5 • You need to
set up your savings so your
money works for you. Do the
research. This is not a good
time to gamble.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 - Sure, there are
closets yet to be cleaned out,
and secrets as yet untold. Save
some of that for after 'you get
to know each other better. As .
for now, enjoy.

Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
. Today is a 5 • Have you
had your estate appraised
lately? Indications
are good
something you have is worth
more than you think it is.
Check it out.

Virgo(Aug.23-Se~t.22)
Today is a 9 - Don t take
your partner's
suggestions
too seriously, but do listen.
Otherwise, he or she could get
into a snit and demand the
less viable option.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Fcb, 18)
Today is a 5 - It's OK to buy
things that will last, in fact it's
a good idea. You like modem
style~, but a few classics are a
WIse mvestrnent.

Tribune Media Services
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SENIOR MANi\GEMENT
Hi\s DECIDED TO MOVE
OUR OFFICE OUT OF
THIS HIGH-CRIME
AREI'..
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POLICE RELEASED THIS
SKETCH. THE GUY LIKES
TO YELL SOMETHING
ABOUT A "FIST OF
DEATH:

11

BECAUSE EVERY ONE OF
THE.M WAS BEATEN UP
IN FRONT OF THE
BUILDING
BY A GUY
WITH PYRAMID-sHi\PED
HAIR.
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i\sOK, YOUR POINTYHi\IRED BOSS WANTS
YOU TO SET UP A CONFERENCE Ci\LL WITH
i\LL THE DIVISION
MANi\GERs.
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UM ... WOULDN'T
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JOB?:
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SECRETi\RY?
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_ HELLO. THIS IS i\sOK
THE INTERN.
I AM
TRYING TO SET UP A
CONFERENCE CALL
WITH YOUR BOSS
AND 15 OTHER PEOPLE.
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COULD YOU
TELL ME i\LL
OF THE TIMES
HE IS AVA.ILi\BLE IN THE
NEXT SIX
MONTHS?
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50 l'AR,
50 GOOD.
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Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 9 - Some say you
shouldn't
let emotions rule
your life. You shouldn't
ignore
your sense of reasoning,
but
this time, you can. Reasons
won't matter.

Distributed by Knight RidderTribune Information Services.
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Halo 2®
On the
BIG
SCREEN!
o 16 Garners .4
Screens. State-of·theArt Surround Sound

'/loX Sho!('J & sa'xoo". &. Hob.it are

-..Ii L-_..Ill.~====1
THREE OUT OF 15
PEOPLE WERE AVAILi\BLE i\ND ONL'Y ONE
OF. THEM FORGOT
TO CALL IN.

PIs,ccs (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 - The bond you
share with your siblings makes
you strong. Let them know
how much you appreciate
what they've done for you. It's
a gift that keeps on givmg.

The Reel Theatre is happy to announce the launch of Halo 28 Game Night at the Northgate
Reel Theatres. The event starts on Friday. February 4m @ midnight and runs unbl 3am
Saturday morning. This wm become a weekly event (w! the possibility of more nights being .
e:!ded later ()!!} at (hI} Norlhg~1aReel Theatre on 6950 W. Sate 5T. in Boise. The cost will
be S10 per person playing and S3 for persons watching. For more information on this'or for
current movie Information. please call 377-2620 or visit www.reettheatre.com. Come on
over to the Northgate Reel and get your game onl

~

L-_.JUL~====liL-THE CONFERENCE
CALL WAS I'. HUGE
SUCCESS.

L--_-..J.---i.-.-......
- ....

-

AUGUST
SIXTH
BE!WEEN
8:35 AND
8:lfO.

~/
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Gemini (May21-Junc2l)
Today is a 5 - Do you know
how to keep quiet? Don't talk
too much, even to friends,
unless it's your intention
to ruin the surprise that
somebody else has cooked up.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 5 - It's OK to accept
deferred payment for your
products or services. Set up
an account, but make sure
you mention the interest fees
for late payments.
No need to
take a loss.

HEY, I KNOW: WHY

DON'T YOU TRY TO
GET AN APPOINTMENT WITH HIM 50
YOU CAN ASK THAT
QUESTION?
)

1i

i\ND AREN'T
YOU HIS

'0

E

)

Taurus (April20-May
20)
Today is a 9· Your status is
climbing as others realize the
extent of your talents. You
don't like to draw attention,
but accept the compliments.
You've earned them.

e

L-.w...~~_---lil---J,,;;1~

\

03/14/05

Inc.

Cancer (Iune 22-July 22)
Today is an 8 ~A person who's
solid as a rock has your best
interests at heart. Rely on this
person for counseling
if you're
feeling wobbly .

By Linda C~ Black

r---------.., r---------...,~r---------..,
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93 Mercury Topaz, 131k
miles. Auto, $400. Kat
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call

ACROSS
Saloon
Ring of time
Brazilian dance
Exist
Shown on TV
Pioneer's path
Lamb's father
Written copies
Slip by, as time
Duped
Fish eggs
Bacon or Lamb
paper
27 Lie a little
30 Bonds or Dave
q2 Performs
33 Speed contest
34 Select few
35 Like red meat?
36 Mr. Knievel
37 Culture medium
38 Writer Peters
39 Equine kid
40 Garment for
Nero
41 Conked out
42 On-ramp sign
43 "South Park" cocreator Parker
44 Kelly or Autry
45 Zodiac ram
46 OK
47 Performs an
electrician's
job
48 Holiday in Hanoi
49 Marsh or West
50 Saturates
53 Question
formally
59 Drunkard
60 Shoulder wrap
61 Impede
62 Crude mineral
63 Immunization
series
64 Oceanic
abysses
65 Fresh from the
factory

1
4
9
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24

Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms

2000
Honda
CBR
929RR, lots of extras,
ex. condition, $6500/0bo.
284-4078

284-3771

Crossword

Work from Your Home!
www.buildyourbestlife.

Downtown
Living:

1999 Jeep
Wrangler
Sport. 52k miles. 3" Lift,
oversized - tires, winteh,
$9,300/0bo.
Call 3711324, pis le.ive a msg.

after

Includes all utilities. cable!
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week-

On Silt Management;

.

flex25+,
good
train.

'

2 Pool'

quis,51 K, V8, A/C, power everything,
18MPG.
$2795/0bo. Must Sell!
587-1752.

....

yd. Pets/smokers ok $450
345-2281 lv msg

'BS'li

'83 Mercury Grand Mar-

,.,

NC, free cable, Ig back-

M'o<'&<

'00 Dodge Van, back scat
open for sofa sleeper for
two, 50k M, $10,5001
obo,
Tel:
283-0394,
teresasz@yahoo.com

.....

2005

loveseat, $400; CotTeel
end tables, $30; Enter. Ctr.
$45 861-3596
$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's
time PLUS our tree (yes,
free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000
in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450
bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser.
Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or
visit
www.campusfundraiser. com

'_

Arbiter classttred aduar-traements ere free to
studanta. Classtftad ads may be placed three ways:
email: classlfledsllerblteronllna.com
phone: 395-8209 )( 100
or stop by the office at 1605Unluerslty Orlue
[across from the 5U8].
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IT WOlJLD
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IF THEY
HADN'T
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6928 W. State • Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 853-0526
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Carolina Pontgratz [above] and the Boise State woman's tennis team hosted lour teams at the Appleton Tennis Center this weekend,

sw ep

Br
rot
COURTESY
'BRONCOSPORTS.COM
The Boise State women's
team won their first match
weekend 6-1 over Montana
afternoon at the Appleton

tennis
of the
Friday
Tennis

Center. The Broncos started out
strong,
sweeping
the doubles
matches, followed by five straight
wins in singles to go up 6-0 before
Montana won their lone match of
the day.
The BoiseState Broncos opened
the match by sweeping the doubles competition
8·3, 8-3, and
8-1 over the Montana Grizzlies
to claim the team doubles point
heading into singles. Alissa Ayling
and' Megan Biorkman won the
number
one doubles, defeating
Montana's Annabelle [anairo and
Mari Castello 8-3, to improve to 44 on the year. Boise State's Anna
Curtolo and Carolina
Pongratz
(now 5-4 'overall) downed Colby
Fannin
and Cheyne Urisch 83 at the number
two doubles,
while Stacey Housley and Nadja
Woschek teamed up for the first
time this year to claimed an 8-1
victory at the number three position over the Grizzlies' Janna
Schwartz and Lindsey Torgerson.
Megan Biorkman recorded the

t f

first break through in singles for
the Broncos at the number two
position
defeating
Annabelle
Ianairo 6-3, 6-1. Anna Curtolo
and Nadja Woschek
followed
shortly after with victories
to
put the Broncos up 4-0 and secured the match for Boise State.
Curtolo downed Colby Fannin at
the number six singles 6-1, 6-2,
while Woschek won 6-0, 6-1 at the
three's over Lindsey Torgerson.
Sophomore Tiffany Coil claimed
a point for Boise State, winning
6-3, 6-4 over Marl Castello at
the fourth spot, while the final
Bronco win came at the number
five singles, where Stacey Housley
defeated Janna Schwartz 6-2, 64. Montana's lone break through
came at the number one singles,
where Cheyne Ursich claimed ahard fought 7-5, 7-6 (5) win over
Boise State's Alissa Ayling.
The Boise State women's tennis team swept the three doubles
matches for the first team point
and went on to win all six singles

matches in straight sets to defeat
Portland by a final team score of
7-0. The Broncos' winning doubles teams were Alissa Ayling
and Megan Biorkman at number
one, Anna Curtolo and Carolina
Pongratz
at number
two, and
Nadja Woschek and Tiffany Coil
at number three. In singles, the
Bronco line-up
was Auling at
one, Biorkman at two, Woschek
a~ three, Pongratz at four, Call at
five, and Stacey Housley at six,
OnSunday, theBoiseStatewomen's tennis team defeated Idaho
5-2 in the Appleton Tennis Center
for the Broncos' third win in a row
over the weekend. Boise State defeated Montana and Portland on
Friday and Saturday. In the other
women's match Sunday, Portland
defeated Montana 6-1.
This
coming
weekend,
the
Broncos will travel to Texas to
play Rice, Sam Houston State, and
Tulane.

ORESS PROFESSIONALLY AND

BRING YOUR RESUME

9:00am -3:00pm
@ SUB J RDABAllR

Sponsored by the Boise State Career Center

Fora compl

repres
http://career.boisestate.ed

learn about employers,
internships, full- and
part-time, summer, and
temporary jobs, career
opportunities and
career information'
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